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IDNOMIAR ALEINAD - KNAB REVIR EHT NO ESUOH EHT

Daniela Raimondi
The House on the River Bank
Publisher: NORD
Release date: May 4, 2020
Pages: 380

DANIELA RAIMONDI
Mantua

was

born

in

the

Italian

province

of

and has lived most of her life in London, where she

ʼ

obtained a Master s degree in Hispanic and Latin American
Literature. She now splits her time between England and the
island of Sardinia.
She is the author of ten books of poetry which won important
national prizes. Some of her short stories have been published
in literary magazines and anthologies.
The House on the River Bank is her first novel.

Some have brown, restless eyes;

others have the blue, liquid eyes and the

unmistakable look of dreamers. Still, in each of them you can see reflected the
same story: a life made of earth… For generations we have tried to give up our
dreams, forgetting about love, music, the intimate joy that can be found in the
realm of our imagination. But it was not necessary to believe in an old legend of
gypsies and serpents with white bellies, to understand that the prophecy read
two hundred years ago in a pack of tarots had been misunderstood, because
happiness is made of “such stuff as dreams are made on” and the misery in
each of our lives, was not caused by the pursuit of dreams, but by letting them
die.

The Casadio family has always lived in the village of Stellata, at the meeting
point

of

three

Italian

regions:

Lombardy,

Veneto

and

Emilia

Romagna.

The

Casadios have always been honest, hard working people who lead a simple,
uneventful life, until, at the beginning of the 19th Century, something changes
their destiny forever: Giacomo Casadio falls in love and marries a gypsy, Viollka

ʼ

Toska. From that moment onwards, the family s descendants will split into two
branches: the dreamers, who inherit the blond hair and blue eyes of Giacomo,
and the clairvoyants, who take on the black hair and dark eyes of Viollca, the
gypsy fortune teller. Then we come to a string of eccentric characters: from
Achilles, who sets out to measure the weight of a breath, to Edvige, who plays
cards with an uncle who has been dead for two centuries; or we read of Adele,
who, in search of happiness, is prepared to move to the other side of the world
and

Neve

who,

when

particularly

joyful,

exudes

an

exquisite

perfume.

In

different ways, each of the members of the Casadio family, are torn between
the irresistible desire to follow their dreams and the fear of the repercussions.
But ultimately, each time they will follow their destiny to the end, ready to bear
all the consequences of their actions, whether dictated by love or by a spirit of
rebellion, or by their desire to change the world; all this in spite the terrible
prophecy that Viollca read in her tarots during a stormy night.

The Casadio saga unfolds throughout two centuries of Italian history: starting
from

the

revolutionary

movements

of

the

Risorgimento,

which

led

to

the

unification of Italy, to the violent years of terrorism that swept the country in the
1970s. An epic and, at the same time, intimate story; a novel where the reader
can fully immerse himself in the magic of dreams and rediscover, through

ears

and laughter, all the things that really matter, and that make us feel truly alive.

Translation rights sold to:
Slatkine & Cie (French)
Alma littera (Lithuanian)
Kinneret Zmora Publishing (Hebrew)
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ÀNAGAL ITNAS - DOOLB DNA NORI FO SYAD EHT

Santi Laganà
The Days of Iron and Blood
Publisher: Mondadori
Release date: May 5, 2020
Pages: 500

SANTI LAGANÀ

lives in Rome. A retired lawyer, he is

an insatiable and omnivorous reader.
This is his first novel.

Translation rights sold to:
Suma de Letras (Spanish)
La Campana (Catalan)

The Roman countryside, shortly before the turn of the year 1000.
The fame of Anna’s extraordinary beauty, a fifteen-year-old from
a

poor

peasant

family,

reaches

the

ears

of

the

young

Pope

Giovanni, well known for his far from holy passions. Thus, her
home is subjected to the sudden arrival of the ruthless vassal
Filiberto

Testa,

who

on

failing

to

find

the

girl

–

as

she

has

meanwhile run away to seek shelter in the woods – slays her
father

and

two

little

brothers,

kidnapping

the

second-born

Martello to be used as a sex slave and sold in the Roman courts.
Anna, who has never been away from home before, refuses to
lose the only remnant of her family left to her, and sets off to
follow him. Her journey to Rome soon turns out to be an odyssey
of bloodshed, in which Anna finds out for herself just how much
violence the world is capable of, but also that within her heart
she

has

all

the

strength

not

to

give

in

to

it.

Thanks

to

the

unexpected help of three providential friends, Anna finds Martello
once more, but most of all she is granted an apprenticeship as a
herbalist, which no bandit, vassal or Pope can take away from

"And he laid hold on the dragon, that old
serpent, which is the Devil, and Satan, and
bound him a thousand years; And cast him
into the bottomless pit, and shut him up,
and set a seal upon him, that he should
deceive

the

nations

no

more,

till

the

thousand years should be fulfilled”
(Revelations 20, 2–3).

In

a

violent

and

realistically

portrayed

Medieval era, a young woman struggles to
find her lost brother and make a better life
for herself.

her.

EXTRACT
“She never knew just how long she remained in that state of semi-consciousness. Once she had regained a minimum of clarity, her eyes almost
refused to settle on the harrowing scene set out before her. Her father and little brothers were lying piled up in a corner, like pieces of firewood,
objects of no value. She rose to her feet and, gripped by spasms of horror, drew closer to the shapeless heap. Blood everywhere. Her own!

She noticed almost immediately her father’s belly torn open, but what hurt her even more – an excruciating pain he had never felt before – was
seeing the throats of her little brothers slit wide: an inconceivable act of cruelty, a murderous beastly fury whose essence or reason she would never
be able to grasp. She knelt down once more and began to caress those bodies one by one, slowly, as she would do every evening before they fell
asleep. She was the woman of the house, and it was she who would impart the last loving gesture of the day and the first kind words of the
morning. She cried until her tears ran dry. She was tempted by the idea of ending her own life there and then, so as to reach them in a world which,
even if it were not the enchanted realm she had distractedly heard talk of by some priest or another, would certainly have been a great deal better
than the one she would be forced to live in.

But the desire in her to react, to fight back and understand was stronger. Along with – as she realised however only sometime later – her desire for
revenge.

At last she got up and started to do the only thing she could: to provide a decent burial for those poor remains.”
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Cristina De Stefano
The Child Is The Master
Publisher: Rizzoli
Release date: April 7, 2020
Pages: 384

“Montessori was a crazy young woman who then turned into a cunning old
one.”
This was the comment of an Italian academic in 1950, when the founder of
the Montessori method visited Italy and would be showered with praise.
Pedagogues

never

saw

her

as

one

of

them,

and

she

responded

by

describing theirs as “pedagogy based on idle chitchat.” Scientists always
accused her of being too mystical, and the clergy of being too scientific. In

Translation rights sold to:
Alfaguara (Spanish)
Other Press (English)
Xander Uitgevers (Dutch)
BRH/Btb (German)
Les Arenes (French)

general, the world was not kind to her, while on the other hand she was
never a particularly loveable figure.
She had a fiendish temperament, enormous self-importance and almost
every other trait necessary to displease the men of her era, for it was men,
at that time, who wrote history. She was an iron lady at a time when women
were supposed to be as soft and pliable as their crinoline dresses. She
studied until she became a doctor at a time when female graduates in Italy
aroused outright scandal. She never wished to marry nor to have children, in
a context – that of late nineteenth-century bourgeois Rome – where this was
believed to be the destiny of every woman, and when she became pregnant
by a colleague of hers, she abandoned her son so as not to renounce her
career.

Did you know that Maria Montessori wanted

Then, around the age of thirty, she was struck by the work carried out with
children from the slums of the San Lorenzo neighbourhood and realised

to be an actress when she was a girl?

what she wanted to do with her life – change the school and therefore the

That

world through a new approach to the child’s mind, no less. – she became

famous was not hers but largely created by a

even more disruptive. After quickly becoming famous throughout the world

the

teaching

material

that

made

her

French doctor?

(and remarkably so, given the lack of internet or social networks at the time)
she had to deal, unprepared and single-handedly, with her sudden renown

That she dreamt of founding a religious order

and a steady pilgrimage of admirers and requests from every corner of the

of consecrated teachers? That in her youth

globe. She created an international movement which she guided with an

she was a feminist, suffragette and theorist

iron fist, patenting her material, defending the integrity of the method and
insisting on being the only one allowed to train her teachers.

of free love?

In other words, she was a woman of power, the ruler of a tumultuous little

This is the biography of a great woman who

empire which she later bequeathed to her son. For indeed, one fine day she

sensed the power in the minds of children,

had

set

off

to

take

back

her

abandoned

child,

on

her

own

terms,

forever

challenging the law and from then on presenting him as her nephew and
secretary

so

as

not

to

ruffle

feathers

in

bourgeois

social

circles.

She

amassed a remarkable fortune, since the Montessori movement was also a
financial

enterprise,

fuelled

by

the

sale

of

her

materials

and

training

courses.
She was always a free thinker, one who spoke of sex education, freedom
from marriage, social justice, while at the same time being a hard-line
Catholic who for decades tried to convince the Pope to approve the idea of
a secret lay order of consecrated school mistresses.
In politics she was opportunistic to the point of recklessness, willing to
collaborate with any regime as long as it meant she could promote her
ideas. Her most long-standing collaboration – for around ten years – was
actually with the Fascist regime: most likely this was what cost her the Nobel
Peace Prize, despite having been nominated for it several times.
While the bibliography on the Montessori method is vast, there is only one
biography of its founder, published by Rita Kramer in America in 1973 and
now somewhat outdated. The current proposal is for the first biographical
work on Maria Montessori written by an author who is not a member of the
Montessori movement, but

who has been granted access to original letters,

diaries, notes and texts written by Montessori herself, as well as a range of
other unpublished material.

them.

changing

the

way

adults

look

at
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Ritanna Armeni
Mara. A Women of the 20th Century
Publisher: Ponte alle Grazie
Release date: February 13, 2020
Pages: 304

RITANNA ARMENI

(1948) is a writer and journalist; she was

editor in chief of Noi Donne and worked for the Manifesto,
Rinascita and L’Unità. With Ponte alle Grazie she has published
Di questo amore non si deve sapere (No One is to Know about
this Love – Premio Comisso for non-fiction) in 2015 about Inessa
Armand, Lenin’s secret love; it has been reprinted 5 times in Italy
and sold in Syria/Dar ninawa for publication; Portugal/Verso

"Ritanna

de Kapa and Russia/Limbus Press. In 2018 she published Una

imagine about women's emancipation

donna

può

tutto

(Ponte

alle

Grazie

-

A

woman

can

do

anything). Rights sold: Russia/Limbus Press; Brasil/Pensamento.
Telling

the

stories

emancipation,

of

women,

revolution

but

their

also

desire

love,

for

tenderness,

freedom,
a

family,

knowledge and wholeness. This is where Ritanna Armeni's true
talent lies.

With an honest, unprejudiced pen, Ritanna Armeni breaks
down taboos and tells the story of an ordinary person, a
young woman who believed in Mussolini, a Fascist woman.
A great, female fresco of the last decade of the Fascist
period.
Born in 1920, Mara is thirteen when this story begins. She lives in
Rome. Her father is a shopkeeper, her mother a housewife. Her
best friend Nadia, a staunch Fascist, takes her to hear Mussolini
in Piazza Venezia unbeknown to her parents. She is a girl like so
many others, who enjoys reading and wants to be a writer or a
journalist when she grows up. She harbours many dreams and
hopes:

to

study

Latin

literature

and

become

beautiful

and

independent like her aunt Luisa, with her small hats and her
quick, confident step. The future seems within reach, safe under
the eyes of the Duce, displayed between two armchairs in her
lounge. This is what Mara thinks of Benito Mussolini, and so do
many other Italians who rush to stand beneath the balcony in
Piazza Venezia. That is until doubt worms its way in, producing
little

cracks,

opening

collective fates.

wounds

and

altering

individual

and

through

Armeni

Mara's

subverts

clear,

what

we

contradictory

voice; Mara, a young woman of the
Fascist period."

Rosella Postorino
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Fabio Genovesi
I Will Fall While Dreaming of Flying
Publisher: Mondadori
Release date: January 14, 2020
Pages: 220

FABIO GENOVESI

(Forte dei Marmi, 1974) published

with Mondadori the novels Il mare dove non si tocca
(2017),

Chi

manda

le

onde

(2015,

winner

of

the

Strega Giovani Award), Versilia Rock City (2012), and

Translation rights with Mondadori

Esche vive (2011).

Fabio is twenty-four years old and studies law, even
though his heart isn’t really in it. Like many other kids
from his generation, he is prisoner of a life that isn’t
his

own.

And

so,

he

drudgingly

goes

through

the

motions, until one day in 1998 when he is sent to the
mountains to do community service as an alternative
to the draft. He is assigned to a retirement home for
old priests that is run by an eighty-year-old former
missionary: he is a gruff and moody man who barely
leaves his room having lost interest in everything; he
is

mean

to

considered
Don

everyone
herself

Basagni

passion
d’Italia

for

a

share

cycling.

together,

except
hen.

for

a

Nonetheless,

something
They

Gina,

start

identifying

in

in

girl

who

Fabio

and

common:

watching
Marco

their

the

Giro

Pantani

the

incarnation of a dream: a brave man, tormented and
alone, facing colossal champions whose strength is
caution and control during the race. Pantani instead
doesn’t plan ahead, he follows his instinct and exerts
massive efforts that allow him to move the border:
that

“terrible

border

between

possible

and

impossible, between what we would like to do and
what we can do.” Thanks to this marvelous madness,
Fabio and Don Basagni will find in themselves the
courage

buried

within

them

to

question

the

solid,

reliable existence they were accustomed to put up
with.
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Fabiano Massimi
The Angel of Munich
Publisher: Longanesi
Release date: January 2, 2020
Pages: 496
English material avaliable

IMISSAM ONAIBAF - HCINUM FO LEGNA EHT

TWO REPRINTS

FABIANO MASSIMI

is

a

translator,

literary

editor

and

writer based in Modena (Italy).
His debut novel Il Club Montecristo (Mondadori 2017) won
the

most

important

Italian

prize

for

unpublished

crime

novels. L’angelo di Monaco, his first historical thriller, has
been published by Longanesi. Foreign rights have already
been sold to many countries.

Munich,

Translation rights sold to:
Albin Michel (French)
Alfaguara Negra (Spanish)
Rosa dels Vents (Catalan)
Xander Uitgevers (Ducth)
Alma littera (Lithuanian)
Patakis (Greek)
Suma de Letras (Potuguese)
Znak (Polish)
Cappelen Damm (Norwegian)

September 1931
Fabiano Massimi is an accurate, enthusiastic, compelling,

Police

commissioner

Siegfried

Sauer

is

summoned

urgently to a stately apartment in Prinzregentenstrasse,
where

an

attractive

20-year-old

girl,

Angela

imaginative storyteller.

Donato Carrisi, «Il Corriere della Sera»

“Geli”
What a voice!

Raubal, has been found dead in a locked room. Beside

Andrea Vitali, «TuttoLibri»

her body lies a gun, and everything seems to lead to
A masterpiece bound to become a best-seller.

suicide.
However, Geli is no ordinary girl, and both the apartment
where she died and the gun that fired the fatal shot do
not

belong

«uncle

to

an

ordinary

man:

her

legal

guardian

is

»

Alf , known to the rest of Germany as Adolf Hitler.

Hitler is the most talked-about politician of the moment,
even more so because of his ambiguous relationship with

Gian Paolo Serino, «Il Giornale»
A thriller Ken Follett could have written, skillfully mixing reality and
fiction in a crescendo of breathtaking twists.

Paola Sorge, «Il Venerdì»
A new author, a superbly paced story.

Roselina Salemi, «IoDonna»

his niece – the daughter of his step-sister – which has
caused indignation and scandal both among his enemies
and within his own Party. Talking to Hitler, who rushes
back from Nuremberg as soon as he receives the news,
provides

Sauer

with

a

convincing

alibi,

and

even

the

accounts of the domestic servants match it perfectly. So
perfectly

in

fact

that

Sauer

starts

doubting

them

and

decides to investigate further. He will end up discovering

You will hear a lot about Fabiano Massimi.

Cristina De Stefano, «Elle»
A gripping thriller bringing back to life one of history's most obscure
cold cases.

Bruna Magi, «Libero»
Definitely recommended.

Diego De Silva on Twitter

a terrible truth that might endanger the very future of
One of the best names in the genre.

Germany...
Set against the backdrop of a waning Weimar Republic,
one already haunted by the omens of the most horrible

di Monaco is a thriller based on true events, known to

audience.

but

never

narrated

An extremely fascinating read.

Thrillernord.it

Nazi crimes to come, L’angelo

historians

Piergiorgio Pulixi on Facebook

before

to

a

general

A moving testimony honouring the first true victim of Nazi
propaganda: Geli Raubal.

Milanonera.com
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Alessia Gazzola
A Matter Of Costanza
Publisher: Longanesi
Release date: October 21, 2019
Pages: 320
English material avaliable

ALESSIA GAZZOLA

was born in Messina in 1982. She has a degree in

medicine and surgery and specializes in forensic medicine. She is fond
of travelling, reading (which to her is akin to travelling) and cooking.
She lives in Verona with her husband and their children.
Her series of novels about the professional and amorous adventures of
Alice

Allevi

includes

L’Allieva

(2011),

Un

segreto

non

è

per

sempre

(2012), Sindrome da cuore in sospeso (2012), Le ossa della principessa
(2014), Una lunga estate crudele (2015), Un po’ di follia in primavera
(2016), Arabesque (2017), Il ladro gentiluomo (2018) and Questione di
Costanza (2019), all published by Longanesi.
Endemol and Rai1 have adapted these novels into a television series
L’Allieva, with Alessandra Mastronardi in the role of Alice Allevi. Her
books

have

been

translated

into

German,

French,

Spanish,

Turkish,

Romanian, Serbian, and Japanese.
She has also published Non è la fine del mondo (Feltrinelli, 2016) and
Lena e la tempesta (Garzanti, 2019).

Verona is not my town. And paleopathology is not my thing.
All the same, here I am. Just how could this happen, to me of all
people?
My name is Costanza Macallè, and I’m on a plane taking me from Sicily
to that town in Veneto where my sister, Antonietta, already lives. And
I’m not travelling alone.
With me there’s the person I care about most in the whole world:
sixteen kilos of sheer joy and torment who goes by the name of Flora.
My daughter is my whole world, partly because in the end
it’s just me and her… I know, I know – it’s a bit of a complicated story.
Whatever, I can cope with it. After all, I only have to hang in there for a
year.

That’s

the

length

of

my

contract

with

the

Institute

of

Paleopathology in Verona, and I – specialised in pathological anatomy,
and who would rather do anything but dig up old bones, pick through
ancient locks of hair and poke over centenarian remains – will just have
to suck it up, waiting to come across the job of my dreams in the UK.
But as always, life has other plans
for me. And so while I’m trying to find my feet in this foggy and freezing
cold Veronese winter, I also have to face up to the fact that there are
choices I’ve been putting off for far too long. And the time has come to
make them.
After all, how hard can it be? It’s a matter of courage, of taking the bull
by the horns… And, as I always remind myself, it’s a matter Costanza…
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Viola Ardone
The Children's Train
Publisher: Einaudi Stile Libero
Release date: September 24, 2019
Pages: 200
English and French translations
avaivlable

ENODRA ALOIV - NIART S'NERDLIHC EHT

140.000 COPIES SOLD
TEN REPRINTS

VIOLA ARDONE

was born in Naples in 1974. She

has a degree in Literature and she used to work in
the Publishing world. She teaches Latin and Italian
at High School in Naples.
Among her novels: Le ricette del cuore in subbuglio
(2013)

and

Una

rivoluzione

sentimentale

(2016),

both published by Salani.

Sometimes we have to give up everything, even a
mother’s love, to find our destiny. No novel had
ever

recounted

this

truth

with

such

tenacious

frankness.
The

Italian

Book

publishing

Fair,

currently

sensation
being

of

the

translated

Frankfurt
into

25

languages.

It

was

1946

when

neighbourhood
thousands

of

and

other

Amerigo
got

left

on

a

Southern

his

train.

Neapolitan
Along

children,

he

with

would

travel the entire length of the peninsula to spend a
number of months with a family in the North: an
initiative

promoted

by

the

Communist

Party

to

alleviate the burden of poverty on children after
the end of WWII.

Translation rights sold to:
Albin Michel (French)
Seix Barral (Spanish World Rights, Catalan)
DVA (German)
Sonia Draga (Polish)
Patakis (Greek)
Xander Uitgevers (Dutch)
Dudaj Botime (Albanian)
Alma littera (Lithuanian)
Norstedts (Swedish)
Gyldendal (Norwegian)
Athenaeum Kiado (Hungarian)
Meteor Publishing (Romanian)
Porto Editora (Portuguese)
Achuzat Bayit Books Ltd (Hebrew)
Harper Collins (World English Rights)
Euromedia (Czech)
Izdavacka dejnost 88 (Macedonian)
Citic Publishing (Simplified Chinese)
Faro Editorial (Brazilian)
KompasGuide Publishers (Russian)
Dar Al-Saqi (Arabic)
Rosinate (Danish)
Epsilon (Turkish)
Mladinska (Slovenian)
Obsidian (Bulgarian)
Profil (Croatian)
Forlagid (Icelandic)
Aula&Co (Finnish)
Tv/Movie Rights optioned by Palomar
“An enthralling novel, brilliantly written. The story of this boy
in post-war Italy, of his struggle for survival and love
keeps you glued to the pages.”

Marion Kohler, DVA-Penguin, Germany
“Original, moving and of great literary quality. A book that
everyone should read.”

With the sense of wonder of a seven-year-old and
the cunning air of a little boy from the backstreets,
Amerigo shows us Italy as it rises from the ashes of

Anne Michel, Albin Michel, France
“A splendid novel. With poignant delicacy, Viola Ardone
makes us reflect on how certain decisions can change our
lives forever.”

war, as if we were seeing it for the first time. And

Elena Ramírez, Seix Barral, Spain

we are thus also offered the touching story of a

“Literature is always better than politics. I can say that after

separation.

That

original

pain

which

is

having read Il treno dei bambini [The Children's Train] by
Viola Ardone.”

unavoidable, for there is no other way to grow up.

Michele Serra
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Eliana Liotta
Attempts at Happiness
Publisher: La Nave di Teseo
Release date: May 30, 2019
Pages: 283

ATTOIL ANAILE - SSENIPPAH TA STPMETTA

ELIANA LIOTTA, journalist

and scientific reporter, is the author of the international

best seller The Diet Smartfood (Rizzoli), the first food model in Europe certified by a
clinical and research center: IEO – European Oncology Institute in Milan. The essay
on nutrigenomics is among the 50 best-selling books in Italy in 2016 and has been
translated in more than 20 countries.
The sequel is another successful book, The Smartfood Recipes, a cooking approach
collecting one hundred dishes approved by IEO nutritionists and developed by a
chef team.
The Good of Women – a story about the female universe and a scientific guide to
health – was also published by Rizzoli in May 2017. The essay, written by senologist
Paolo Veronesi, dominated the chart of best selling books for eight weeks. For seven
years in RCS, Editor in Chief of the monthly press, the web site and the book series
“OK Salute”, former deputy director of the weekly press “Oggi”, Eliana Liotta is the
author of

the blog “The Good I Want” on “Io Donna” Corriere della Sera – and she is

a consultant of The Boston Consulting Group for the diffusion of Smartfood culture
among its employees.
In 2016, as a speaker, she held more than 50 scientific meetings.
As

a

pianist,

she

is

in

charge

of

the

theaters

of

Verme

and

Arcimboldi

by

appointment of he City of Milan (I Pomeriggi Musicali Foundation).
She won the 2017 edition of the Premiolino, one of the eldest italian journalist
prizes.
For La nave di Teseo she has published L’età non è uguale per tutti (2018) and Prove
di

felicità.

25

idee

riconosciute

dalla

scienza

per

vivere

con

gioia

(2019)

in

collaboration with the University and the Hospital San Raffaele .

30 ideas certified by science for living a happy life

Happiness is a gift that we should give ourselves. After all, we deserve it.

It’s said that we were born to suffer, but research shows that the evolutionary history
of humankind moves forward in search of joy, the key to life. The evidence can be
seen in art, music and love. The full smile is the most easily identifiable facial
expression,
friends

perhaps

train

produce

good

because

humour.

endorphins.

With

A

anyone
hug

others

who

can

recognize

soothes

stress,

around

us,

our

dining

it
in

chances

finds

a

friend,

company
of

and

makes

suffering

us

from

depression, heart disease or hypertension fall dramatically. The new book by Eliana
Liotta, the author of the bestsellers L’età non è uguale per tutti and La Dieta
Smartfood, makes 30 suggestions of routes towards living happily – Prove di felicità.
For the first time, a book brings together all the important scientific research on the
subject, the evidence from the laboratories and opinion polls. And for the first time
doctors and researchers from a leading scientific institute and university hospital,
San Raffaele in Milan, work together on a project based on the unquantifiable but
essential ingredient in a person’s health.

Prove di felicità are attempts all of us can make. Single, fragmentary acts, ways of
learning to derive satisfaction from everyday life. Despite difficulty, loss and illness.
Happiness is a choice, and it’s in our eyes.

But

chemistry

is

important

too.

A

mood

is

like

a

palace

whose

pillars

are

combinations of atoms. A couple of examples: relaxation is built with a little brick of
protein, and serotonin, the key hormone, needs iron. Eliana Liotta’s book was bound
to have a section about the foods that influence smiles and the wellbeing of the
body. Happy foods.
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Andrea Camilleri
The Cook of the Alcyon
Publisher: Sellerio
Release date: May 30, 2019
Pages: 251

ANDREA CAMILLERI (1925-2019)

is the best- selling

Italian author of all time.

Everything is undecidable: dream or reality, true or false, mask
or

face,

farce

or

tragedy,

hallucination

or

the

organised

staging of moves and mocking countermoves in this thriller
that forces the reader – plagued with doubt and led by the
hand into the dim light and tight twists of horror – to adopt the
pace

dictated

by

the

slow

yet

obstinate

rhythm

of

its

unfolding. Everyone prepares to play their part in the novel,
which

opens

dramatically

with

the

firing

of

the

shop

floor

workers and office staff of a shipyard run by a debauched and
shameless boss known as Giogiò, and with the suicide, in the
squalor of a warehouse, of a desperate father. This is the start
of

a

series

magnitude

of
of

intricate
a

tale

plotlines

which,

and

through

the
a

measure

series

of

of

the

‘stations’,

includes the dismantlement of the police station of Vigàta; the
snarling,

short-tempered

solitude

of

the

overladen

Montalbano; the amazement of Augello and Fazio (and even
of the worn-out Catarella), the inexplicable conspiracy of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, the misty apparition of “a big
sailboat,” the Alcyon, a schooner, a ghost ship, which hides
something unknown in its whale belly (a gambling den? A
brothel overflowing with busty call girls? A more disturbing
secret?)

and

which

evokes

a

whole

field

of

literature

and

cinematography of buccaneers behind which lies the icy mind
of a corsair, in other words of one of the most up-to-date
overseers of hell and a purveyor of crime and disgust. “The
Alcyon [...] boasted the fine habit of docking only for the
shortest time necessary before disappearing once more.”

Translation rights sold to:
Patakis (Greek)
Fleuve edition (French)
Salamandra (Spanish)
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Alessia Gazzola
Lena and the Storm
Publisher: Garzanti
Release date: May 6, 2019
Pages: 190

ALOZZAG AISSELA - MROTS EHT DNA ANEL

ALESSIA GAZZOLA was

born in Messina in 1982. She has a degree in medicine and

surgery and specializes in forensic medicine. She is fond of travelling, reading (which
to her is akin to travelling) and cooking. She lives in Verona with her husband and
their children.
Her series of novels about the professional and amorous adventures of Alice Allevi
includes L’Allieva (2011), Un segreto non è per sempre (2012), Sindrome da cuore in
sospeso (2012), Le ossa della principessa (2014), Una lunga estate crudele (2015), Un
po’ di follia in primavera (2016), Arabesque (2017), Il ladro gentiluomo (2018) and
Questione di Costanza (2019), all published by Longanesi.
Endemol and Rai1 have adapted these novels into a television series L’Allieva, with
Alessandra Mastronardi in the role of Alice Allevi. Her books have been translated
into German, French, Spanish, Turkish, Romanian, Serbian, and Japanese.
She has also published Non è la fine del mondo (Feltrinelli, 2016) and Lena e la
tempesta (Garzanti, 2019).

They say each of us accumulates on average thirteen secrets during
the course of our lives. Of these, only five can never be revealed.
Lena has only one, but it feels like a thousand. And however much she
tries to forget it, she can’t help thinking about it as she looks out from
the

ferry

Levura,

at

a

the

wild,

Island
rocky

of

Levura,

place,

the

where

destination

she

spent

of

the

her

journey.

unforgettable

summers of her youth. Where she has never set foot since she was
fifteen. Since when everything has changed. Now her father has
given her the family cottage, and she has decided to rent it out to
turn her life around.
Because she feels as if she’s drifting, like a boat among the waves.
Because her work as an illustrator, which she loves, is a dead-end
road. Lena would never have wanted to come back to Levura, she
would never have wanted to enter those walls again. But it’s the only
chance she has. As she opens the rusty windows and the wind which
reeks of the sea moves the curtains, the moments of her last holiday
there gradually come back: the conversations, the spray on her face,
the walks on the beach. At the same time the memory of that day
burnt into her mind. Her plan is to stay on the island just for a few
days, find some tenants and make a new start on all the things that
need changing, somewhere else.
But nothing goes as she had imagined. Lena doesn’t know that those
days

that

significance

tan
for

her

pale,

her.

She

delicate
doesn’t

face

yet

will

know

have

that

you

much
can

more

protect

yourself from emotions with a shield, but there’s always someone
ready to break through it, like Tommaso, the attractive young guy who
day after day will help her understand who she really wants to be.
She doesn’t know that the truth has a thousand nuances. That there is
no secret that can never be revealed, for guilt is often not where we
thought it was.
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Guido Lombardi
The Thief of Days
Publisher: Feltrinelli
Release date: April 4, 2019
Pages: 288

IDRABMOL ODIUG - SYAD FO FEIHT EHT

GUIDO LOMBARDI

Guido Lombardi (born in Naples in 1975) is a

film director, screenwriter and author.
He directed Là-bas (Leone del Futuro at the 68th International
Exhibition of Cinematic Art in Venice) and Take Five, a candidate
at this year’s Festival of Rome. He has published Non mi avrete
mai

(Einaudi,

2013,

with

Gaetano

Di

Vaio)

and

Teste

matte

(Chiarelettere, 2015, with Salvatore Striano).
This novel has been turned into a film of the same title directed
by Lombardi himself, which is soon to be released by Indigo Film
and Bronx Film.

Eleven-year-old Salvo, from Bari, hates many things. When you
hurt yourself, and grown-ups say, ‘Don’t worry, it’s nothing serious,’
but insist on you having an anti-tetanus jab. When you write a
good essay at school, but before you can get any satisfaction
from your achievement the teacher reads it out in front of the
class, embarrassing you.
And

especially

when

people

speak

to

you

as

if

you

were

a

toddler, syllable by syllable, as if you didn’t know every one of
their words, even the dirty ones.
Just like his father, Vincenzo, does. Salvo hasn’t seen him for six
years – since two men took him away, to a special school, where
he was never allowed to come home after lessons.
Now Vincenzo has been let out of prison and joined Salvo at the
home of his uncle and aunt in Trento, and wants his son to travel
with him to Bari, where he has a mission to carry out.
The journey will take four days – a long time for Salvo, who
doesn’t want to go with this man covered with fresh tattoos, who
treats him off-handedly and does things secretively, as if he had
something to hide. But it’s also an opportunity for father and son
to get to know each other again, and to talk.
A journey to southern Italy, punctuated
by meetings in motorway restaurants, lessons in life and memories
of a childhood which is still innocent and full of questions, until
the

mysterious

‘thief

of

days’

appears.

A

fascinating

novel

in

which the roles of father and son are often inverted, in a constant
process of reciprocal discovery.

Translation rights sold to:
Ediciones B (Spanish)
La Campana (Catalan)
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Andrea Camilleri
Exercises in Memory
Publisher: Mondadori
Release date: March 23, 2019
Pages: 160

IRELLIMAC AERDNA - 321 MK

ANDREA CAMILLERI

(1925-2019) is the best- selling

Italian author of all time.

Translation rights sold to:
Patakis (Greek)
Rowohlt Verlag (German)
Grup62 (Catalan)
Destino (Spanish)

The new detective story by Andrea Camilleri.

It all starts with a dead mobile phone.
The one calling is Ester, and the one not answering is
Giulio, now in hospital in the wake of a nasty crash

“Now I’m going to ask you a question

along the Via Aurelia. But the one who turns the

and

phone

word. Who’s the boss around here, me

back

on

is

Giuditta,

Giulio’s

wife,

who

of

you're

going

to

answer

it

in

one

course knows nothing about Ester.

or you?”

It could all be the start of a romantic comedy, but

“You.”

the shade of this tale is of quite another hue: indeed,

“And so my hypotheses are worth more

a witness claims that Giulio was not in an accident

than yours. Enough said. Is that clear,

at all, but an attempt on his life, and the case quickly

Bongioà?”

changes hands from the insurance office to that of
the Commissariat...
Andrea

Camilleri,

“The detective story buds, blossoms and

the

unquestioned

master

of

the

bears fruit not in capitalist societies but

finest of Italian detective novels, provides us here

in free societies.”

with the finest of messes, full of humour and just as

In difesa di un colore,

much

Andrea Camilleri

mystery,

in

which,

clue

after

clue,

all

the

characters – and us reading with them – come round
to the belief that they have hit upon the truth. What
a pity it is that they will all turn out to be wrong.
Including the readers.
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Cinzia Leone
I Steal Your Life
Publisher: Mondadori
Release date: February 12, 2019
Pages: 624
French translation available

ENOEL AIZNIC - EFIL RUOY LAETS I

CINZIA LEONE

is

a

journalist,

writer

of

novels

and

graphic

novels. She collaborates with “Corriere d ellaSera”, “L’Espresso”
and “Il Foglio”.
She

has

published

two

novels

with

Bompiani:

Liberabile

and

Cellophane and five graphic novels with Rizzoli.
She lives, writes and illustrates in Rome.

Translation rights sold to:
Editions Liana Levi (French)

Jews of necessity, Jews on the run, or half-Jews: the three central
characters

pursue

each

other

from

Jaffa

to

Djerba,

from

Alexandria to Basel, and from Miami to Rome, among secrets and
deceptions, over a period of half a century.
Everyone, at least once, has wanted to change their destiny, to
escape

from

themselves

and

their

mistakes.

Everyone

has

investigated their family’s past and eventually discovered secrets.
Freedom gained at great effort and at the price of lies, some
major, some minor, may not be enough to make you happy. Better
to trust in a contract. A perfect contract.
That’s

how

it

is

for

Ibrahim,

Giuditta

and

Esther,

the

main

characters of the novel, who all struggle with the problem of
identity: denied, discovered and regained. They belong to two
families, and three generations, but their paths eventually cross in
a

surprise

becomes

a

ending.

Palestine,

Marrano

in

reverse,

1936.

Ibrahim,

stealing

the

a
life

Muslim
of

Turk,

Avrahàm

Azoulay, a Jewish cotton trader, the victim of a pogrom, with
whom he has just made a contract which will change his life.
Becoming a Jew in the wrong year, 1936, will force him to betray
himself and his identity.
Ancona. 1938. Giuditta learns what it means to be a Jew when
the Fascists rob her of her father and expel her from school. She
discovers that as a result she can be sold and bought and that
she must learn to hide and flee. Rome 1991. Esther, the daughter
of a Jewish mother and a Christian father, disappointed with
men,

accepts

the

rigid

clauses

of

a

blind

marriage

with

a

handsome, mysterious suitor who is obsessed with the idea of
drawing up a perfect…
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Leonardo Colombati
Buce Springsteen. Like a killer in
the sun
Publisher: Mondadori
Release date: December 4, 2018
Pages: 857

LEONARDO COLOMBATI is an Italian author.
His

first novel, Perceber (2005) was followed by Rio (2007), Il

re

(2009), 1960 (2014) and Estate (2018).
Colombati

is

the

editor

of

the massive anthology Italian

Songs, 1861-2011: History and Lyrics (2011).
He is on the editorial staff of Nuovi Argomenti, the most important
Italian

literary review, and

newspapers. In 2015, he

writes for various

magazines and

founded a creative writing school in

Rome, Molly Bloom. He is a member of
Pen Club Italia. He lives in Rome.

For

more

than

forty

years,

Bruce

Springsteen

has

enthralled

millions the world over with his distinctive voice and peerless
predilection

for

musical

storytelling.

Earnest,

intimate,

and

unabatedly genuine, Springsteen’s lyrics about love, faith, hope,
personal
personal

struggle,
and

social

universal,

justice,

singular

and

and

equality

mundane,

are
his,

at

your,

once
ours.

Having made an indelible mark of the trajectories of both popular
music and American culture, Springsteen’s songs belong every bit
as much to the bookshelf as to the jukebox which is precisely
where this volume places him.
The perfect follow-up to Born to Run Springsteen’s 2016 memoir
Bruce Springsteen: Like a Killer in the Sun presents the complete
lyrics of ninety-one classic songs expounded and annotated with
the painstaking attention typically reserved for literary classics. By
dissecting the artist’s matchless narrative talent, scholar Leonardo
Colombati has crafted a seminal examination of Springsteen’s
poetics and makes a compelling case that grafts Springsteen on
the

same

Steinbeck
biography

American
to

literary

O’Connor

and

to

line

Carver.

discography,

and

running
The

from

book

include

Whitman

also

contains

forewords

to
a

from

Academy Award–winner Ennio Morricone and music critic Dave
Marsh, a committee member of the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
and Springsteen biographer. Bruce Springsteen: Like a Killer in
the

Sun

is

a

musthave

for

Springsteen

fans,

literary

scholars,

students of American culture, and anyone who wants to learn
more about the powerful and inspired voice still ringing out from
the heart of America.

Translation rights sold to:
Backbeat Books (English World Rights)
Reclam Verlag (German)
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Alessia Gazzola
The Gentleman Thief
Publisher: Longanesi
Release date: October 15, 2018
Pages: 304

WINNER OF PREMIO BANCARELLA
2019

ALOZZAG AISSELA - FEIHT NAMELTNEG EHT

ALESSIA GAZZOLA was

born in Messina in 1982. She has a degree in medicine

and surgery and specializes in forensic medicine. She is fond of travelling,
reading (which to her is akin to travelling) and cooking. She lives in Verona with
her husband and their children.
Her series of novels about the professional and amorous adventures of Alice
Allevi includes L’Allieva (2011), Un segreto non è per sempre (2012), Sindrome da
cuore in sospeso (2012), Le ossa della principessa (2014), Una lunga estate
crudele (2015), Un po’ di follia in primavera (2016), Arabesque (2017), Il ladro
gentiluomo (2018) and Questione di Costanza (2019), all published by Longanesi.
Endemol and Rai1 have adapted these novels into a television series L’Allieva,
with Alessandra Mastronardi in the role of Alice Allevi. Her books have been
translated

into

German,

French,

Spanish,

Turkish,

Romanian,

Serbian,

and

Japanese.
She has also published Non è la fine del mondo (Feltrinelli, 2016) and Lena e la
tempesta (Garzanti, 2019).

Alice Allevi, having qualified as a specialist in forensic medicine,
has had to make some hard decisions, on both the professional
and the personal level. After a long and stormy courtship, it
seemed that something positive had started between her and
Claudio Conforti, the handsome, unpredictable forensic surgeon
with whom she has shared all her misadventures since the time
of her post-graduate studies. For a short time Alice thought she
had

finally

achieved

a

period

of

calm,

at

least

outside

the

Institute of Forensic Medicine. But at a moment of emotional
disorientation she asks for a transfer. And she is given one: to
Domodossola. Luckily for her, or despite herself, Alice does not
have much time to dwell on her destiny, for she is immediately
engulfed by a new case. During what she thought was a routine
autopsy she finds a diamond in the victim’s stomach. It is a stone
of remarkable size and value, but also an important piece of
evidence for the case. So Alice calls in a judiciary official so
that she can entrust it to his care. The official who presents
himself at her office is a refined, smartly dressed man with an
impeccable, courteous manner, and Alice has no hesitation in
giving him the diamond. But at that point the purported official
vanishes into thin air, and the problems start to get serious for
Alice...

Translation rights sold to:
Presses dela Cité/Place des èditeurs (French)
Carl’s Book/Random House (German)
Suma/Santillana (Spanish World Rights)
Evro-Giunti (Serbian)
Nishimura (Japanese)
Jaguar (Polish)
İlgi Kültür Sanat Yayınları (Turkish)
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Andrea Camilleri
The Catalanotti Method
Publisher: Sellerio
Release date: May 31, 2018
Pages: 304

ANDREA CAMILLERI (1925-2019)

is the best- selling

Italian author of all time.

This time Mimi Augello’s luck has run out: while he is in his
latest lover’s flat, her husband comes home unexpectedly; so
he is forced to climb out of the window to save his neck and
his good name.
From one danger to another: in the flat below, where he seeks
shelter, he can just make out in the darkness a body lying on
the bed, fully dressed and stiff as a post. A report of a dead
man found on a bed does indeed reach the police, but it is not
this dead man: the second one is in another flat, dressed, like
the first, in his best suit. How can this have happened? What
has become of the other body? And why does the whole crime
scene have a strange theatrical feel about it?
Salvo

Montalbano’s

latest

investigation

starts

from

this

mystery, and the theatre plays a central part in the story: the
victim, Carmelo Catalanotti, had a passion for the stage, and
devoted all his time to directing bourgeois plays. He had even
invented

his

own

special

method

for

getting

actors

in

the

mood to act: he would free them from their complexes and
help them give vent to their emotions, by delving into their
consciences. Catalanotti meticulously preserved all his jottings
and comments on potential actors he came into contact with,
as well his notes on directing and Some strange journals full of
figures, dates and names... Inspector Montalbano sifts through
all Catalanotti’s dossiers, the texts of the plays he had worked
on, his notes on their characters, and in particular on the next
play he had been due to produce, Dangerous Bend.
Gradually he becomes fascinated by the investigation, and
also by the new forensic expert, Antonia, who has a magnetic
effect on the inspector. It is the theatre that helps him find the
solution to the mystery of the two bodies. Never before has
Camilleri invented such stories and characters, making them
perform on the stage of a theatre of which he himself is the
director. We watch the development of a plot which is both a
drama and a comedy.

Translation rights sold to:
Patakis (Greek)
Grup62 (Catalan)
Salamandra (Spanish)
Serena Libri (Dutch)
Profil (Croatian)
Fleuve Edition (French)
Penguin Books (English)
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Eliana Liotta
Age isn’t the same for everyone
Publisher: La Nave di Teseo
Release date: May 17, 2018
Pages: 240

ELIANA LIOTTA, journalist

and scientific reporter, is the author of the international

best seller The Diet Smartfood (Rizzoli), the first food model in Europe certified by a
clinical and research center: IEO – European Oncology Institute in Milan. The essay
on nutrigenomics is among the 50 best-selling books in Italy in 2016 and has been
translated in more than 20 countries.
The sequel is another successful book, The Smartfood Recipes, a cooking approach
collecting one hundred dishes approved by IEO nutritionists and developed by a
chef team.
The Good of Women – a story about the female universe and a scientific guide to
health – was also published by Rizzoli in May 2017. The essay, written by senologist
Paolo Veronesi, dominated the chart of best selling books for eight weeks. For seven
years in RCS, Editor in Chief of the monthly press, the web site and the book series
“OK Salute”, former deputy director of the weekly press “Oggi”, Eliana Liotta is the
author of

the blog “The Good I Want” on “Io Donna” Corriere della Sera – and she is

a consultant of The Boston Consulting Group for the diffusion of Smartfood culture
among its employees.
In 2016, as a speaker, she held more than 50 scientific meetings.
As

a

pianist,

she

is

in

charge

of

the

theaters

of

Verme

and

Arcimboldi

by

appointment of he City of Milan (I Pomeriggi Musicali Foundation).
She won the 2017 edition of the Premiolino, one of the eldest italian journalist
prizes.
For La nave di Teseo she has published L’età non è uguale per tutti (2018) and Prove
di

felicità.

25

idee

riconosciute

dalla

scienza

per

vivere

con

gioia

(2019)

in

collaboration with the University and the Hospital San Raffaele .

Everything depends on others. Only time is our own. (Seneca)

Can youth be extended? The answer is yes. An
protect our

illustrated book which teaches us to

body and our health, with practical suggestions

on diet and physical

exercise.

Is it possible to extend youth, inverting the ageing

process? The answer is yes: age

is not the same for everyone.
For the first time in Europe, a psycho-physical
of life has been
to a major

programme for improving the quality

put together with contributions from various

clinical and

scientific director of Humanitas and the most
the international

specialists belonging

research centre headed by Alberto Mantovani, who is

the

frequently quoted Italian scientist on

scene. Why does biological age often not coincide

with physical

age? What is the key to preserving the golden years of body and mind?
These are the
appearance

questions that are asked by those who are
and

who

want

to

avoid

diseases

such

concerned about their
as

diabetes,

cancer,

cardiovascular, rheumatic and neurodegenerative conditions.
The essential aim is to eliminate inflammation,
nature that burn within

quenching the fires of bilateral

us: fires which, like any flame, are sometimes

protective,

sometimes destructive.
Eliana Liotta

describes the struggles between good and evil that

the depths of our bodies, as the
war

which nobody dreams they are fighting. The second

practical illustrated guide to the
to

are fought out in

soldiers of the immune system engage in a daily
part of the book is a

ways of applying the results of scientific research

our everyday life, ranging from diet to exercise. This

project, unique in Europe,

bears the scientific stamp of Humanitas, the internationally renowned centre
of research into the immune system.
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Laura Martinetti – Manuela Perugini
Nothing Else in the World
Publisher: Garzanti
Release date: February 22, 2018
Pages: 220

LAURA MARTINETTI

(Turin, 3.02.1973), lives in Turin where she

works as a freelance architect.
Painting, designing, creating have always been part of her.

MANUELA PERUGINI

(Turin,

4.02.1974),

lawyer,

has

been

a

partner of an international law firm in Milan for years.
In 2017, the decision to leave the legal
Turin to follow other

profession and return to

passions. Laura and Manuela met on the

Sometimes life gives two people the same
experience at the same time.
That’s what

school desks. Nothing else in the world is their debut novel.

happens to Alma and Maria,

who both find out they are pregnant in the
same few

months. They are at different

stages in their lives, yet suddenly their lives
Now they’ve both heard the news that changes

everything, the

kind of news you’ve longed to hear but which, when you hear it,
fills you with

fear and alarm. But their experiences soon

move in

different directions: Alma’s dream goes on for month after month,
whereas Maria's ends one cold autumn day, leaving a terrible
sense of emptiness. This is the time when their friendship needs to
show its strength.
Each of

them has to find space for the other,

own grief or joy. For grief and
places, and

suppressing her

joy can merge together, switch

spring surprises. People can be fragile and

the same time. Alma and Maria

strong at

discover how hard it can to

express your deepest feelings.
But it’s not so hard if the other person is someone who can listen,
someone who has
in

done so for years without asking for anything

exchange. Someone who makes you feel that

nothing else in

the world matters but you.
Alma

and

Maria

learn

from

experience

that

motherhood

is

a

journey through the outside world but also through their inner
lives,

whatever

its

final

outcome

obstacles present themselves. There

may

be,

and

whatever

are countless ways of being

a mother, a friend, or a woman.
This

first

novel,

co-written

by

profound. It succeeds in diving
bringing them

two

authors,

is

both

deft

and

down to the origin of emotions,

up to the surface and giving them a name. It’s

a

story about motherhood and friendship, about unspoken things
which make themselves
open

clearly heard, about forced choices that

up unexplored paths. It’s a story in which two women gain

the strength to face the

uncertainties of destiny from knowing

that they’re walking hand in hand.

seem very
times in the

similar. They've felt this many
past. They were classmates in

high school, and since then have shared
many
when

experiences, comforted each other
they

were

unhappy,

and

laughed

together at the same things, even though
they now live

far apart and have gone

down different paths in life.
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Ilaria Bernardini
We Will Grow a Forest
Publisher: Mondadori
Release date: January 30, 2018
Pages: 180

INIDRANREB AIRALI - TSEROF A WORG LLIW EW

ILARIA BERNARDINI was
scriptwriter

for

programmes

the

born in Milan. She

programme

Very

writes screenplays (most recently, In

Victoria

on

MTV

and

Ginnaste - vite parallele and Ballerini (MTV).

Rolling Stone, Amica, and GQ. She published
collection La fine dell’amore

Victor

Victoria

Treatment). She was the

on

La7.

She

invented

the

She has written for Ciak, tutto Musica, Linus,

Non è niente (Baldini & Castoldi) in 2005 and

(ISBN) in 2006. These were followed in 2008

the short-story

by I Supereroi (Bompiani), and in

2011 by Corpo Libero (Feltrinelli), the film rights to which were bought by Indigo Film (The great beauty,). In
2013 she published Domenica,
on La fine

again with Feltrinelli. In 2015, Hop! Edizioni

dell’amore and Indiana published her short-

issued her graphic novel based

story collection L’inizio di tutte le cose. With

Mondadori she has published Faremo foresta (2018) and Il ritratto (2020).

The enchanting story of two women who
together

an

urban

forest.

A

universal

Translation rights sold to:
Editorial Grijalbo (Spanish World Rights)

overcame fear and pain by planting

recipe

for

when

life

feels

barren.

A

botanical tale about closeness and care.

The title is wonderful and so is the content. Ilaria
It all begins in Milan on the day of the disaster.
her marriage:

she and the father of Nico, their four-year-old

to split up. On that day in

son, have decided

her mother’s art gallery, Anna meets Maria, a

works there but whom she doesn’t
ill,

Anna is pining over the end of

girl who

know well. As they talk, Maria starts to feel

very ill. Anna holds her hand, watches her

Bernardini has a way of talking about caring for
plants as if she were discussing how to cherish your
love for someone, and vice versa.

Serena Dandini --- Io Donna

collapse. She calls for help. Only

after the alarm, the ambulance, and the phone calls, does it become clear that

The most lifelike literary product to have appeared

Maria has had a brain stroke, before Anna’s very eyes. There follows a long dry

in Italy in years. Painful, moving, beautiful.

summer of convalescence for the one and uncertainty and

sense of guilt for the

Teresa Ciabatti - Corriere della Sera

other. By fall Maria recovers and Anna moves into her new home with her son.
How

do

you

learn

how

discovering how close

to

emerge

again

after

months

in

a

hospital

at hand death is? How do you tell a four-year-

and

old child

that his mummy and daddy don't love each other anymore? How can Maria start
living again and Anna start feeling again? Her
and her ex-

the eye, Maria too is

invade the seas, doomsayers predict that the

will end on New Year’s Day. Even the

way, which is truly moving.

Annalena Benini - il Foglio

mother’s gallery is closing, she

husband have stopped looking each other in

left by her partner, jellyfish

You laugh in a slightly bi@er and slightly sweet

world

plants on the terrace of Anna and Nico’s

new flat seem dead: all around the two women there is nothing but drought,

A forest that grows under an incessant gentle
rainfall of words which Ilaria sows skilfully,
making it immense, full and green.

Federica Bosco - Tuttolibri, La Stampa

sadness and gloom, as far as the eye can see.
One day, after another chance meeting,
Anna’s

Anna and Maria start tending to

terrace together. While Maria, who is an

expert gardener, removes the

dry vegetation, sows new seeds and re-pots plants, Anna cooks her a meal. And
day after day, season

after season, the two women begin to know

cure each other’s loneliness, and

each other,

open up to new encounters and possibilities.

The plants too, start to come back to life. Actually, they were really never gone.

Through a powerful botanical metaphor and
the happy device of burying the void by
‘creating a forest’, Ilaria Bernardini fashions a
story which is also a hymn to life.
Ilaria Zaffino - Robinson

Gradually the mint becomes green and strong (like Nico, who learns how to
cross the park between his parents’ homes and to feed the blackbird), the lemon
and fig trees

bear fruit, the sunflowers grow into tall

strawberry tree and

surprises, the oleander,

wysteria thicken – attracting birds and

butterflies. Life

spreads everywhere.
And just like the terrace, this story becomes

Its most striking feature is a willingness to use the
narrative medium to tell the whole truth about
oneself.

Valentina della Seta - il Venerdì

a forest, as unruly and wild as

Anna’s new eccentric family. The forest is now so large

that it extends to

London, where Anna’s new lover lives and where she begins to consult a

quirky,

A deeply intimate, enchanted novel.

Marta Cervino - Marieclaire

sexy fortune-teller for help in conquering writer’s block.
It is her

conversation with the fortune-teller – which

often emerges among the

pages with poetic flights and hints of the absurd – that foments the narrative.
Ilaria Bernardini has drawn on a small-scale

needs protecting from the

to depict a powerful, invigorating universe, in

sprout like branches and

Victoria Cabello - Grazia

private experience common to

many – illness, the end of a marriage, a child who
transience of life –

A manual on how not to be afraid.

leaves. Thus every event becomes

meaning: the whole of botany as an existential metaphor.

which words

connection and

More than a beau,ful metaphor, a set of instruc,ons
for a poten,al revolu,on that is really achievable.
Read it and do it for yourself, in your life and in your
home.

Laura Piccinini -D di Repubblica
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Alessia Gazzola
Arabesque
Publisher: Longanesi
Release date: November 13, 2017
Pages: 350

ALOZZAG AISSELA - EUQSEBARA

ALESSIA GAZZOLA was

born in Messina in 1982. She has a degree in medicine

and surgery and specializes in forensic medicine. She is fond of travelling,
reading (which to her is akin to travelling) and cooking. She lives in Verona with
her husband and their children.
Her series of novels about the professional and amorous adventures of Alice
Allevi includes L’Allieva (2011), Un segreto non è per sempre (2012), Sindrome da
cuore in sospeso (2012), Le ossa della principessa (2014), Una lunga estate
crudele (2015), Un po’ di follia in primavera (2016), Arabesque (2017), Il ladro
gentiluomo (2018) and Questione di Costanza (2019), all published by Longanesi.
Endemol and Rai1 have adapted these novels into a television series L’Allieva,
with Alessandra Mastronardi in the role of Alice Allevi. Her books have been
translated

into

German,

French,

Spanish,

Turkish,

Romanian,

Serbian,

and

Japanese.
She has also published Non è la fine del mondo (Feltrinelli, 2016) and Lena e la
tempesta (Garzanti, 2019).

After the highly successful Rai Uno TV series (shown in autumn
2016 and soon to begin its

second season) which brought the

story of Alice Allevi to the small screen, Alessia Gazzola returns
with a second chapter in the saga about the young trainee in
forensic

medicine.

Alessia

Gazzola

draws

professional experiences as a forensic
new and original

on

her

own

scientist and creates a

character in the scenario of Italian crime

fiction.
A phenomenon in Italy which has sold
the rights to which

over 800,000 copies, and

have been bought in a number of foreign

countries, including Germany and France.
In the new novel Alice is now a fully qualified
forensic medicine. But her
and-sour

specialist in

longed-for freedom has a sweet

taste: single again after a long relationship,

fears she is losing her bearings. It’s a

Alice

new start, but new starts

can be scary.
Her first case, as consultant to a magistrate,

centres on the

world of ballet and a very beautiful and attractive forty-fiveyear-old

woman, formerly a star at La Scala and now

owner of a dancing school. The woman
from

natural

unexpected

causes,

but

fate

Alice will have to
has

choices.

Alice

a

complex

dance, to music as whimsical as an

making her dig deeper in search

she

leads

always

the

seems to have died
and

arabesque,

of the truth. At the same time

come to terms with her past and face what
been

afraid

of:

the

need

to

make

difficult

Translation rights sold to:
Presses dela Cité/Place des èditeurs (French)
Carl’s Book/Random House (German)
Suma/Santillana (Spanish World Rights)
Evro-Giunti (Serbian)
Nishimura (Japanese)
Jaguar (Polish)
İlgi Kültür Sanat Yayınları (Turkish)
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Simonetta Agnello Hornby
Nobody Can Fly
Publisher: Feltrinelli
Release date: September 28, 2017
Pages: 224

SIMONETTA AGNELLO HORNBY was born in Palermo and has been living in London
since 1972. A law graduate, in 1979 she founded "Hornby & Levy", a firm of solicitors
in the immigrant quarter of Brixton, specializing in family law and child care law in
the Faculty of Social Sciences at the University of Leicester and was part-time
president of the Special Educational Needs and Disability Tribunal for eight years.
La Mennulara, her first novel, published by Feltrinelli in 2002 and translated all over
the

world,

won

many

prizes.

She

has

also

published

with

Feltrinelli

La

zia

marchesa (2004), Boccamurata (2007), Vento scomposto (2009), La monaca (2010),
La

cucina

del

buongusto

(with

Maria

Rosari

Lazzati,

Feltrinelli,

2012),

Il

veleno

dell’oleandro (2013), Il male che si deve raccontare (with Marina Calloni, Feltrinelli,
2013) Via XX settembre (2013), Caffè amaro (2016), the book and docufilm Nessuno
può volare (Feltrinelli, 2017), La Mennulara Graphic novel (with Massimo Fenati,
Feltrinelli, 2018). She has also wrote Camera oscura (Skira, 2010), Un filo d’olio
(Sellerio, 2011), La pecora di Pasqua (with Chiara Agnello, Slow food, 2012), La mia
Londra, Il pranzo di Mosè (Giunti, 2014), a detective story in the collection Un anno
in giallo (Sellerio, 2017), Rosie e gli scoiattoli di St. James (with George Hornby,
Giunti, 2018) and Siamo Palermo (with Mimmo Cuticchio, Mondadori, 2019). On 2
June 2016, she recived the award of Grand'Ufficiale dell'Ordine della Stella d'Italia,
conferred by the President of Italy, Sergio Mattarella.
In 2018 she received the "Stella di Sant'Alessio", recognition for the people who
have distinguished themselves in the field of sensory disability during the year and
the award "Penna d'Oro" for "those who have honored Italian culture in literature
and moral disciplines".

When you’re born into a family like that of Simonetta
in

the

awareness

that

everyone

is

normal

but

characteristics, which may sometimes be a bit
of a blind person
walking’,

of

an

each

with

their

individual

that

they’re

own

‘strange’. So you say quite naturally

that they ‘can’t see well’, of a cripple that they ‘have

obese

‘missing a leg’, of the

‘heavy’,

of

an

invalid

trouble in

that

they’re

fool that they ‘sometimes don’t understand’, of a deaf person

that they ‘have to be talked to in a loud voice’,
as flaws or

Agnello Hornby, you grow up

different,

without ever thinking of those things

disabilities. In a series of colourful and affectionate

deaf-and-dumb Nini, nanny

portraits we meet

Giuliana, who walks with a limp, father who has a

gammy leg, and grumpy Aunt Rosina, a cleptomaniac - when silverware

disappears

from the table, her relatives sneak up behind her to remove cutlery from her pockets
without her noticing, because on no account must she be embarrassed...
Then there’s George, Simonetta’s eldest child. Coming

to terms with the fact that

one of your children is disable isn’t easy, but it is possible, and the key lies

in the

phrase ‘nobody can fly’: ‘Just as we can’t fly, so George would never be able to
walk; this would never stop him enjoying life in other ways. There’s more to
flying; maybe there’s more to life than walking

life than

too. We were going find out what it

was, that “something more”.’
The same daily resolve is shown

by George himself, who has lived with multiple

sclerosis for fifteen years, and whose voice alternates
countermelody,

with that of his mother like a

humorous, yet determined to describe the many obstacles, and

perhaps advantages, in the lives of those who move around on a wheelchair.
Simonetta

Agnello Hornby takes us with her on a journey from

parks, via the artistic beauties of
a

Sicily to the London

Italy. The journey is also – in fact predominantly –

flight above prejudices and clichés, which gives us not

but a new, freer way of looking at things.

only many moving stories

Translation rights sold to:
Gatopardo Ediciones (Spanish World Rights)
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Andrea Camilleri
Exercises in Memory
Publisher: Rizzoli
Release date: September 28, 2017
Pages: 220

ANDREA CAMILLERI

(1925-2019) is the best- selling

Italian author of all time.

Montalbano’s
ebullient,
over

creator

explosive

talks

about

album

of

himself,

memories,

in

an

ranging

his entire life.

In ninety-two years he has

witnessed, experienced
The book is enriched by drawings

and recounted innumerable stories.
On

this occasion, however, the stories

him. Anecdotes,
link

up

into

complete
Personal
One

a

account

of

of

autobiography,

his

life

Camilleri, a

the

police

has

ever

most
given.

memories.

inspector

Carmelo

fascist, carried out an investigation

an attempt on the king’s life in
culprits in the

He

was

Many

years

arrested
later,

inspiration behind the

respect

to his superiors. His

and

this

into

1928. Discovering the

ranks of his own party, out of

for justice he reported them

exile.

he

the

episodes intertwine with family

example:

reward?

are about

encounters, events and memories
kind

Translation rights sold to:
Patakis (Greek)
Salamandra (Spanish World Rights)
Grup62 (Catalan)

sent

man

into

would

internal
be

character Montalbano.

the

Gipi,

Lorenzo

Scarabottolo,
and

Olimpia

Mattotti,

Alessandro
Zagnoli.

design is by Tullio Pericoli.

by

Guido
Gottardo

The

cover
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Fabio Genovesi
The Sea Where the Water is Deep
Publisher: Mondadori
Release date: September 5, 2017
Pages: 318

FABIO GENOVESI

(Forte

dei

Marmi,

1974)

published

with

Mondadori the novels Il mare dove non si tocca (2017), Chi
manda le onde (2015, winner of the Strega Giovani Award),
Versilia Rock City (2012), and Esche vive (2011).

Translation rights with Mondadori
After the success of The Breaking of a Wave,
2015

Premio

scene

with

Strega
a

Giovani,

wonderful,

Fabio

Genovesi

heartfelt

family

winner of the
returns

novel,

to

funny

the
and

touching, that can make you laugh or cry at a moment’s notice.

“Fabio

In the beginning of this story, six-year-old Fabio has two parents

build

and a dozen grandparents.

really

He is the only young child in the Mancini family, and the many
brothers of his real grandfather - a dangerously eccentric and
impetuous man – compete to drag Fabio into their worlds of
hunting and fishing and other activities not quite suited for

is

how

Fabio

has

grown

up

without

the

company

of

children his own age, so his first day of school is a shock. It is an
incredible

revelation for him: the world is full of other kids his

age, they have lots of friends and few
have fun playing

grandparents, and they

mysterious games with absurd names like

hide and seek, capture the flag, or blind man’s buff. Even more
shocking is his gradual realization that

every man in his family

who has reached 40 without getting married has gone crazy.
Luckily,

Fabio has a loving father by his side who can fix

broken things of the world with his hands. And
his

mother,

committed

to

protecting

the

then there are

Fabio

from

the

disappointments of life, a grandmother that orders everyone
around, and a very wise girl that goes around in a ladybug
outfit. They are a large and chaotic family that seems invincible
until something completely unexpected disrupts everything.
Fabio strains to grow up, torn
of adventure and

between his private home world

the rule-boun external world

Sensational blunders, sudden romances,
encounters as stepping stones of an
age journey, heartwarming
will

realize

unique,

stories

that

of school.
extraordinary

adventurous coming of

and uncanny. Along the way, Fabio
makes

us

while discovering his vocation as a narrator utterly

in

love with life.

our

and

quirks

are

the

treasure

that

has

where

the

the

ability

to

characters

breathe, they’re so alive they

seem real.

He can make you laugh

and also cry, he
gift.”
GLAMOUR

children.
This

Genovesi

has that very rare
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Davide Enia
Notes on a Shipwreck
Publisher: Sellerio
Release date: May 18, 2017
Pages: 216

AINE EDIVAD - KCERWPIHS A NO SETON

DAVIDE ENIA
novelist.
(2003),

His

is

a

shows

maggio

playwright,
are

‘43

actor,

Italia-Brasile

(2004),

I

theatre

3

capitoli

a

2

director

and

(2002),

Scanna

dell'infanzia

(2007),

L’abisso (2018). Davide Enia has been awarded Tondelli Prize at
the Riccione Prize (2003), Special Ubu Prize (2003), Hystrio Prize
(2005), E.T.I. Prize (2005),

Vittorio Mezzogiorno Prize (2006),

Gassman Prize (2006). In 2017 he was stage director of Mozart’s
opera L’oca del Cairo, at the Teatro Massimo in Palermo.
For

RaiRadio2

Davide

Enia

wrote

and

performed

the

radio

drama Rembò (2006). In 2012 he published his first novel, Così in
Terra

(Baldini

&

Castoldi

worldwide, and awarded

Dalai),

translated

and

published

in France in 2016 the Prix du Premier

Roman Etranger and the Prix

Brignoles as best foreign novel of

the year. His second novel Appunti per un naufragio (Sellerio,
2017) has been published in France, USA, Germany, Spain and
awarded the Mondello International Literary Prize (2018). From
the novel is taken the show L’Abisso (2018), Hystrio Twister prize
for best show of the year, Le Maschere del Teatro prize for Best
monologue

interpreter,

Ubu

prize

for

New

Italian

text

or

dramaturgical writing.

Notes towards a Shipwreck is a novel
several different

which in fact describes

shipwrecks: that of the people who,

across the surface of death,

ploughing

cross the Mediterranean Sea in

unimaginable conditions; that of the

people who pick them up, at

the frontier of an era and a continent; that of the author
in his relationship with his father
really

himself,

and with the discovery of what

happens on sea and land; and that of

words, which plunge

down into the depths in an attempt to convey the
complexity of

the present. Appunti per un naufragio tells

story of several people united by

of life, which comes like a revelation, making
their lives and carrying
of listening.

the true

direct experience of the fragility
them re evaluate

them towards a new point of arrival: that

Translation rights sold to:
Albin Michel (French)
Other Press (English World Rights)
Patakis (Greek)
Wallstein (German)
Minuscula (Spanish World Rights)
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Ilaria Macchia
I Saw a Man in Pieces
Publisher: Mondadori
Release date: April 11, 2017
Pages: 132

ILARIA MACCHIA

was born and raised

in San Donato, a village

near Lecce. She has a degree in film studies,

and has attended

courses at the Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia. Ho visto un
uomo a pezzi is her first book.

My father was always telling me
off

about

it

–

sometimes

I

ran

away because of his nagging.
Seven

little

explosions,

stories. The central

seven

pieces

of

a

woman’s

life,

seven

character in these stories is called Irene. What

we know about her is that she feels naked when people look at her;
that she has a seemingly
ashamed

perfect body which she is nevertheless

of, wonderful legs on which she often stumbles,

tendency to run away – from home, love,
but always come back.
life

These stories capture moments when her

has taken a break, when some event has caused

course: the time she went to an
time she fell in

and a

and all emotional ties –

a change of

unknown woman's funeral, the

love with a boy who bumped into her in an

alleyway in Lecce, the time she hid in a wardrobe

with her son to

hide from ghosts, the time her sister beat her in a swimming race,
the time her

parents seemed child-like to her, and the

times she went back to Piero, who has
wife and a child, and
leave.

Ilaria

narrative

is the only man Irene can’t bring herself to

Macchia's

devices

first

which

spaces that cry out to

countless

dark eyes, perfect hands, a

–

literary

linked

work

by

is

an

invisible

array

of

threads,

exact

flexible

be filled with the imagination – build up the

portrait of a complex woman: restless but terrified, sharp-tongued
but beautiful, like the jellyfish that give the last story its title, and
who, like a jellyfish, drifts 'this way and that, not
go': a character who has
raw

knowing where to

something to say to each one of us. The

material of her narrative is a laconic, in-your face, sometimes

violent style, which explores the
everyday,

disarms

impetuously

into

our

us

with

minds

unexpected that is hidden in the
touches

and

looks

of
us

demanding an explanation of who we are.

the

absurd,

straight

in

bursts

the

eye,

My

bad

posture

eating,

when

when

was

I

I

when
was

screwing.

I

was

sleeping,
My

bad

posture. My bad posture when I
was choosing.
My

when

I

was

living,

loving,

when I was naked posture.
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Barbara Frandino
I’m scared!
How to build up your courage and
handle monsters
Publisher: Fabbri Editore
Release date: March 30, 2017
Pages: 128

Afterword by Stefania Andreolli.
With illustrations by Lucia Zappulla.

BARBARA FRANDINO
Avventure
(‘Jason:

di
The

Superhero’,

un

has previously published Jason.

supereroe

Adventures

Salani

2013).

paurosamente

of
For

a

umano

Terribly

years

she

Human

has

taught

children to control their emotions through breathing
exercises
decided

inspired
to

put

by

her

yoga.

In

experience

this
in

book
this

she

field

has
into

practice.

Is it true that when your parents separate they have to
split

everything, including the cat, so that

might get the head and
little boy
could

daddy the tail? And that a

once reached out into the darkness

never

find

scared of many

his

hand

again?

Fear is a normal
it

Children

and

can

be

things: getting lost, growing up, their

parents getting divorced, being

because

mummy

judged, homework.

emotion, which we should respect,

helps

to

put

us

on

our

guard

against

danger.
But it’s a double-edged sword: sometimes the

mind

makes no distinction between a real threat and a nonexistent
one.

In

this

book,

each

fear

monster with a real identikit. In
enemies you

is

represented

by

order to confront your

have to know them, and have a trick

your sleeve to defend yourself...

a

up

Translation rights sold to:
Bertrand Editora (Portuguese)
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Antonio Manzini
White Orphans
Publisher: Chiarelettere
Release date: October 20, 2016
Pages: 256

INIZNAM OINOTNA - SNAHPRO ETIHW

ANTONIO MANZINI
author.

He

was born in Rome in 1964He is an actor, screenwriter and

graduated

at

the

Accademia

Nazionale

d’Arte

Drammatica

Silvio

d’Amico, in Rome in 1988. He wrote screenplays for Alex Infascelli (Il siero della
vanità,

2004)

and

Gabriele

Salvatores

(Come

Dio

comanda,

2008).For

the

television he has written Il delitto di via Poma (directed by Roberto Faenza), and
numerous episodes of Squadra Antimafia and il XII apostolo. He was also an editor
and writer of the series Benvenuti a tavola 2 and Buscetta boss dei due mondi. In
2016 he directed his first film “Cristian e Palletta contro tutti”. In 2005 he published
his first novel Sangue marcio (Fazi editore), then La giostra dei criceti (Einaudi,
2007,

republished

tesoro

and

by

Sellerio,

Giochiamo,

2017)

and

co-written

then

with

the

Niccolò

short

stories

Ammaniti

Il

mio

(published

in Crimini and Il momento è delicato, Einaudi). For Sellerio he has published the
novels of the successful series of the Vice-questore Rocco Schiavone: Pista nera
(2013), La costola di Adamo (2014), Non è stagione (2014), Era di maggio (2015), 77-2007

(2016),

Cinque

indagini

per

Rocco

Schiavone

(2016),

Pulvis

et

umbra (2017), Fate il vostro gioco (2018), Rien ne va plus (2019) and Ah l’amore
l’amore (2020). From these novels is based the series Rocco Schiavone, on air on
Rai 2 from november 2016, of which Antonio Manzini is screenwriter with Maurizio
Careddu.Also for Sellerio he pubblished Sull’orlo del precipizio (2015), several short
stories recently collected in the anthology L’anello mancante (2018) and Ogni
riferimento è puramente casuale (2019). For Chiarelettere he has published Orfani
Bianchi (2016). His novels have been translated into several countries.

Mirta is a young Moldavian woman who has
has left
only

moved to Rome to earn a living. She

behind her a world of poverty and hardship, but

positive

thing

that

keeps

her

going

in

this

also Ilie, her little son, the

world

0f

sacrifices

and

humiliations. Her first charge is Nunzio, the next is Signora Mazzanti, ”who had
died one

December night, just before Christmas, but her

family hadn’t cancelled

the tree, the
presents

and the panettone”; then come Olivia and

are worn down by

finally Eleonora. All of them

life and old age, some even abandoned by their

They are looked after by Mirta,

own families.

who, though a stranger, accompanies them in

the

final days of their lives, sharing an intimacy made up of treatment and daily
assistance.
This is what we are, Manzini seems to be saying to us, in this surprising, revealing
novel

about a female character of great strength and beauty struggling against

grim destiny: her

own, which is remorseless, and that of her

alone and looking forward to

woman with a life of beauty behind her,
secure

future

for

herself

charges, who are

the end. “In despair we are equal,” Eleonora, a

and

her

rich

says to Mirta, who is struggling to build a

son.

In

their

final,

intense,

contradictory

relationship, the two lonely, desperate women come to resemble each other.
Through Mirta’s eyes and words we see a
seems to

portrait of a society which no longer

know what tenderness is. It is a modern,

experienced in

moving story about a reality

many Italian families, and Manzini tells it with

never losing, even in such a context, his characteristic
gift for the grotesque and humour.

great narrative skill,
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The Safety Net
Publisher: Sellerio
Release date: May 26, 2016
Pages: 304
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ANDREA CAMILLERI

(1925-2019)

is

the

best-

selling

Italian author of all time.

While Vigàta is churned up by the filming of a TV series set in

1950, Montalbano

investigates two cases, one of them from the past and the other involving the (for
him) new world of social networks, Facebook profiles, Twitter and blogs.
Daily life in Vigàta is as colourful and lively as that of a fairground.

The village has

become the set of a TV series filmed by a Swedish company.
In order to recapture the urban landscape of
amateur films found in

the 1950s, the technicians pore over

people’s lofts. The cinematic transformation involves even

the police station, where a sign is to be put up declaring it a dance hall. Prurient
excitement

surrounds

the

Swedish

actresses

and

threatens

the

harmony

of

marriages. During a ceremony to celebrate the twinning of Vigàta and the Baltic
town of Kalmar, finger food makes its appearance. Montalbano seethes with
indignation at the artificial atmosphere. Moody as usual, he keeps
others. The search for family films of the fifties

away from

unearths six old reels in a pile of

dusty files. For six successive years, on he same day of the same month, the films
obsessively focus on a blank white wall. Montalbano is called upon to reconstruct
the plot that develops in that empty, ritual space, a mystery that is presented and
then erased, frustratingly elusive and enigmatic – almost unbearably so. The second
case

is

equally

baffling,

in

a

different

way.

A

spate

complicated by an armed incursion into a school,
youthful Montalbano decide to

of

bullying,

mysteriously

makes the by now far from

challenge the alert, intuitive intensity of teenagers

who socialize through Skype, entrusting their frail immaturity to the adventure of
the web with the confident impetuousness of modern-day Argonauts.
With shrewd intemperanceand a series of stratagems, Montalbano reasserts the
divinatory qualities which make him an
lives, and a subtle and
human

archaeologist of hidden plots and secretive

lucid analyst of that ‘intricate mass that is the soul of a

being’. Irritated by the geometric, aggressive vulgarity of

struggles to solve two delicate cases in that

simulation, he

ephemeral, shadowy land where

people are never completely guilty or completely innocent, and where investigation
needs to be

respectful and emotionally sensitive, steering a middle way

between

‘protection’ and revealed truth (or truth that is uncovered and then covered up
again, so as not to render it intolerable or
surprising that Montalbano, in
confrontation

with

unease,

indecorously pernicious). It is not

this great novel of introspection and thoughtful

declares

himself

a

reader

and

admirer

Giraudoux’s play Tiger at the Gates, and that he quotes from it
words to Hector, which mention their respective

of

Jean

Ulysses’ parting

wives to make humanly credible

the solidarity established to prevent war taking place. It is not a question of mere
‘noblesse’ –

of a general nobility of mind – Ulysses says; and then he

produces his

trump card: ‘Andromache’s eyelashes dance as my wife Penelope’s do’.
Salvatore Silvano Nigro

Translation Rights sold to:
Luebbe (German)
Salamandra (Spanish)
Patakis (Greek)
Noir sur Blanc (Polish)
Profil (Croat)
Serena Libri (Dutch)
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Simonetta Agnello Hornby
Bitter Coffee
Publisher: Feltrinelli
Release date: April 28, 2016
Pages: 352

SIMONETTA AGNELLO HORNBY was born in Palermo and has been living in London
since 1972. A law graduate, in 1979 she founded "Hornby & Levy", a firm of solicitors
in the immigrant quarter of Brixton, specializing in family law and child care law in
the Faculty of Social Sciences at the University of Leicester and was part-time
president of the Special Educational Needs and Disability Tribunal for eight years.
La Mennulara, her first novel, published by Feltrinelli in 2002 and translated all over
the

world,

won

many

prizes.

She

has

also

published

with

Feltrinelli

La

zia

marchesa (2004), Boccamurata (2007), Vento scomposto (2009), La monaca (2010),
La

cucina

del

buongusto

(with

Maria

Rosari

Lazzati,

Feltrinelli,

2012),

Il

veleno

dell’oleandro (2013), Il male che si deve raccontare (with Marina Calloni, Feltrinelli,
2013) Via XX settembre (2013), Caffè amaro (2016), the book and docufilm Nessuno
può volare (Feltrinelli, 2017), La Mennulara Graphic novel (with Massimo Fenati,
Feltrinelli, 2018). She has also wrote Camera oscura (Skira, 2010), Un filo d’olio
(Sellerio, 2011), La pecora di Pasqua (with Chiara Agnello, Slow food, 2012), La mia
Londra, Il pranzo di Mosè (Giunti, 2014), a detective story in the collection Un anno
in giallo (Sellerio, 2017), Rosie e gli scoiattoli di St. James (with George Hornby,
Giunti, 2018) and Siamo Palermo (with Mimmo Cuticchio, Mondadori, 2019). On 2
June 2016, she recived the award of Grand'Ufficiale dell'Ordine della Stella d'Italia,
conferred by the President of Italy, Sergio Mattarella.
In 2018 she received the "Stella di Sant'Alessio", recognition for the people who
have distinguished themselves in the field of sensory disability during the year and
the award "Penna d'Oro" for "those who have honored Italian culture in literature
and moral disciplines".

Sicily in the early twentieth century. An unforgettable female character.
An unconventional love story.
Only Simonetta Agnello Hornby could have written it.

Big, deep, almond-shaped eyes, regular features, thick brown hair: Maria’s beauty is
of the kind that casts a spell on anyone who sets
in love with her at

eyes on it. Baron Pietro Sala falls

first sight, asking for her hand in marriage, unconcerned by the

dowry. So, less obviously, does

her friend Giosuè, who was brought up by her father

and whom she regards as an older brother. Maria is only fifteen years old, Pietro
thirty four; he is a wealthy bon viveur who likes travel, gambling
comes from a Socialist family of

proves to be a good decision: outside the family

home, Maria discovers a broader

sense of existence, a free way of living which coincides with
of the right to receive and

and women; she

high ideals but limited means. Yet marrying Pietro

a profound perception

give pleasure. Through erotic love, into which Pietro

initiates her with intriguing naturalness, Maria gains

knowledge of herself and of her

desires, as well as openness to beauty and to a personal sense of justice.
During a holiday in Tripoli, in the magical atmosphere of the desert, Maria also
discovers the nature of the relationship that has, hitherto obscurely, linked her to
Giosuè. So begins a passionate love story which lasts through more than

twenty

years of meetings, separations, and clandestine rendezvous in search of a new
peace.
From the Sicilian Workers’ League to the rise of Fascism, from the racial laws to the
Second

World

War

and

the

devastating

bombing

raids

on

Palermo,

Simonetta

Agnello Hornby follows her main character,
making her story and that of her
of the history of Sicily and Italy.

personal decisions an account of a crucial period

Translation rights sold to:
Tusquests (Spanish World Rights)
Goldmann (German)
Dudaj (Albanian)
Clube do autor (Portuguese)
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Salvatore Striano
Sasà's Tempest
Publisher: Chiarelettere
Release date: April 21, 2016
Pages: 221

ONAIRTS EROTAVLAS - TSEPMET S'ASAS

Manuscript available in English
and French

SALVATORE STRIANO
heart of

born in 1972, has been

many things. Born and raised in the

Naples, in one of the districts most closely

controlled by organized crime,

by the age of seven he was selling cigarettes in the lanes of the Spanish quarters.
At the age of nine he stole
to

prostitutes,

to

whom

lipstick and mascara in shopping centres and
he

would

lead

the

American

soldiers

who

sold them
had

just

disembarked in the harbour.
At fourteen he was selling cocaine and became one of the most charismatic figures
of the Teste matte (the story

he has told in the novel Teste matte, co-written with

Guido Lombardi and published by Chiarelettere in 2014). Then came his flight from
justice and his attempt to hide in Spain, his arrest, imprisonment, first in Madrid and
then in Rebibbia, where he met a master,
Fabio Cavalli,

who led him to discover literature, Shakespeare

and the theatre.

Since then, having finally regained his freedom, he has played a Camorrista for
Matteo Garrone (in Gomorra), a robber for Guido Lombardi (in Take Five) and

many

other characters, in the cinema and on TV.
In 2012 came the ultimate triumph, with the film Cesare deve morire, based on
Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar (Golden Bear at the Berlin Festival).
As in the little theatre of Rebibbia prison, once again Shakespeare has given a new
direction to his life.

A novel which tells the story of a life saved by Shakespeare and a love of books.
In life we can lose our way, and often do. But redemption is never impossible.
At the age of

fourteen Salvatore Striano had war in his head,

and two pistols stuffed down

matte”, a gang of wild boys who became Camorristi
themselves

against

the

cocaine in his blood

his socks. He was one of the leaders of the “Teste

Camorra.

Those

were

themselves in order to defend

years

of

street

violence

and

bloodshed. Then came prison, before the age of thirty.
His future seemed all mapped out. But it
that his

was at the lowest and most hopeless point

life was transformed, thanks to a new all-

magical

embracing passion, thanks to the

discovery of books and literature, and particularly of Shakespeare, who

began to course through his veins like a drug which didn’t kill but redeemed.
All

this in a man who never went to school. The novel

hellish environment

describes his rebirth, from the

of the Spanish prison of Valdemoro in Madrid,

Italian prison of Rebibbia, down to the

through the

present day, when he is one of the most

remarkable and respected Italian actors.
This is a

story about all of us – about the fear of falling, and

get up again if we do; about

betrayal, forgiveness,

revenge,

of not being able to
the

irresistible

desire

for freedom, the emotions of elation or sadness that we can feel when we are really
alive,

and

the

barrenness

that

according to the notion that

pervades

us

else, somewhere else. La tempesta di Sasà is a
of literature,

when

we

allow

ourselves

to

live

everything has already been decided by someone
book about the power of words and

about the love of books, which can transform a

person’s life. Sasà is

living proof of this.
His personal, all-consuming tempest is the truest, most beautiful testimony to it.

Translation rights sold to:
Albin Michel (French)
Alma littera (Lithuanian)
Text (English World Rights)

